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I n his dream Paro saw seven
beautiful, healthy cows grazing in

a marsh (achu), alongside the Nile
River. Then, seven other cows came.
These were ugly and thin, and they
stood next to the first seven cows.
The Torah writes, "The bad-looking
and thin cows devoured the seven

good-looking and healthy cows."

Paro had another, similar dream,
with stalks of wheat. No one was
able to explain the meaning of his
dreams. Yosef, who had proven his
ability to interpret dreams, was taken
out of jail and he told Paro that there
will be seven years of bounty and
then seven years of famine. The
famine will be so severe that they
will devour the memory of the good

years…

After interpreting the dream, Yosef
added some counsel: "Paro should
appoint anish navon vechacham(an
understanding and intelligent man)
over Egypt," and this person should
be in charge of gathering the
produce during the seven prosperous
years, so there would be food
available for the seven years of

famine…1111

Reb Elyah Lopian zt"l asks, why is
"understanding and intelligence" (ish
navon vechacham) needed for the
task of gathering wheat? It seems
that any good manager can do the
job. One doesn’t need to be a genius

to store grains.

The answer is, one needs to have a
clear vision of the approaching
devastation to do the job correctly.

1. The Meshech Chachmah asks why was Yosef offering counsel? Paro asked
Yosef to decipher his dreams; he didn’t ask him for advice.

The Meshech Chachmah answers that Yosef's counsel was part of the dream's
interpretation. Because Yosef explained each detail in Paro's dream, but there
seems to be a part which wasn't explained. It is written, "Seven other cows were
coming up from the Nile after them; they were ugly in appearance and they were
thin. They stood next to [the healthy] cows, on the river bank" (41:3). Why did the
unhealthy, thin cows stand next to the healthy ones (before devouring them)? What
did this imply? Yosef understood that this meant that the antidote for the famine
was when they stood next to, and were supported by, the prosperous years.
Therefore, he told Paro to store the produce of the seven good years for the
hunger years. He was permitted to offer this counsel, because he was called to
decipher the dream, and this is part of the dream's explanation.
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We will explain this, using the
painful reality that we see by many
Holocaust survivors. During those
horrifying years, they experienced
extreme hunger. They remember
when there wasn't enough food to
eat, when every morsel was
precious. As a result it is hard for
them to throw away food or to see
others discarding food. As far as
they are concerned, every drop of

food is precious.TorahWellsprings- Mikei tz

Such is the wisdom and the foresight
that was needed, to gather the grains
for the hunger years. People
accustomed to abundance (especially
during the seven years of
abundance) do not understand the
value of every morsel of food. Yosef
advised Paro to find someone who is
an ish navon vechacham

(understanding and intelligent)
because only someone who is
extremely wise and can foresee and
understand the dreadful hunger of
the future, will value the importance
of each grain. Only such a person

can do the job correctly.

Reb Eliyahu Lopian teaches: Almost
every year, we read parashas
Mikeitz on Chanukah and we study
about how Mitzrayim stored the
produce from the prosperous years
for the hunger years. This reminds
us that on Chanukah, when there is
an abundance of spirituality, we
should pack our bags with holiness,
so the spiritual influence of
Chanukah will remain with us for

the rest of the year.2222

A parable is told about a very poor
person who couldn’t eke out a

2. This commentary is also written in Sfas Emes (Mikeitz, 5631).
Once, Reb Eliyahu Lopian zt"l went to the Sfas Emes, with a kvittel. The Sfas
Emes read the kvittel and asked, "A yungerman who saw Eliyahu HaNavi, should
come to me with a kvittel?"
Reb Eliyahu Lopian responded wisely: "If there is a rebbe who knows who saw
Eliyahu HaNavi, it is definitely proper to go to him…"
What is the story with Reb Eliyahu Lopian and Eliyahu HaNavi? It is said that Reb
Eliyahu Lopian's wife was ill, and the doctors gave up on her life. The family stood
around her, crying. A stranger knocked at their door and asked, "Why is there so
much crying here?"
They told him that the woman of the house was ill and the doctors lost hope.
"Don’t worry," the man told them. "Go to place ploni and pick vegetable ploni. Cook
it, and let her drink the water. This will heal her."
They did this; she drank from the water, and began to feel better. This is how she
was cured with the appearance of Eliyahu HaNavi.
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living; whatever he tried failed. He
decided to visit thesar hamazalos
(the angel appointed over mazel) and
ask him where he should go and
what he should do to find his mazel.

As he was walking to thesar
hamazalos, he met a beautiful, large
tree, but the tree had no fruit on it.

The tree requested, “When you meet
with the sar hamazalos, tell him my
name as well. Ask him why my
mazel is so bad, why can’t I grow
fruit.”
“No problem,” the man replied.
“When I meet with the sar
hamazalos, I'll ask him.”
The man walked further and met a
princess who was banished from her
palace. She also requested, “When
you meet with thesar hamazalos,
ask him why my mazel is to be cast
out of the castle. Ask him what I
should do to return to my greatness.”
“I will do so” the man replied, and

he walked further.

Then he met a lion. It was lying on
the ground, ill and in pain. The lion
said, “When you meet thesar
hamazalos, ask him what I can do to
cure myself.”
“I will do so,” the man promised,
and he went to the sar hamazalos.
When he returned, he saw the tree
and he said, “Thesar hamazalos
told me that near your roots lies a
box filled with gold and diamonds.

This blocks the nutrients in the
ground from reaching you. When
someone will dig up the treasure,
you will bear fruit.”
The tree pleaded, “Please dig up the
treasure. You will become wealthy

and I will be cured."

“No! No!” the man said. “I don’t
have time for that. I am too busy

looking for my mazel.”

He walked further and found the
princess. “I spoke with thesar
hamazalos," he told her. "He said
that you will return to your greatness
when you marry, because your
husband will become the king and

you will be the queen.”

The princess pleaded, “Please marry
me. I will return to the palace, and
you will become king and very
wealthy...”
“I’m really sorry,” the man replied,
“But I am too busy for that. I need

to find my mazel.”

Then he met the lion. “Did thesar
hamazalostell you what I should do,

to be cured?” the lion asked.

“Yes he did,” the man replied.
“Your remedy is to eat the brain of
someone who throws away every
good opportunity that comes his
way.”
The lion quickly gobbled him up.

Let’s not be like the fool in this
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parable. The opportunities are right
here, in front of us. It is Chanukah,
and we can gain so much. Let’s take
advantage of these days, and attain
all the greatness that Chanukah

offers.3333

ShabbosShabbosShabbosShabbos ChanukahChanukahChanukahChanukah

Rebbe Yisrael of Ruzhin zy"a would

say over in the name of his father,
Rebbe Shalom Shachnah of
Probitsch zy"a that the Shabbosim
until Chanukah are alluded to in the
words, "the earth wastahu vevahu
(empty and void)" but when
Chanukah comes (and onwards) it is,
"vayomar Elokim yehi or– Hashem
said, there should be light"

3. The final day of Chanukah is called Zos Chanukah. The Vayaged Yaakov of
Pupa zy"a explained that when the final day of Chanukah comes around,

people often look back and feel disappointed, because they wish they would have
taken better advantage of Chanukah. The final day is called Zos Chanukah ("This
is Chanukah!") to tell people, "Don’t be upset. Even on the final day, you can
accomplish so much.
The Gemara says, "What's Chanukah. Our Rabbis taught, 'on the twenty-fifth of
Kislev are the eight days of Chanukah, when we mustn’t make hespedim (eulogies)
and we mustn’t fast…" (Shabbos 21).
We can explain that the Gemara is encouraging us to take advantage of Chanukah,
so we won't need to make hespedim over the days, after they pass without
sufficient spirituality, joy and elation. When Chanukah is over, and we look back,
we shouldn’t have to mourn and bemoan the fact that a great opportunity passed
us by.
We say (in the Moaz Tzur) "bnei vinah yemei shemonah kavu — the wise men
established the eight days…" The wise men take advantage of these special days,
and they are kavu (establish and acquire them) so it will remain with them,
throughout the year. But we must know that even if we are up to the last day, even
in the very final moments, we can still acquire its greatness.
Rebbe Yisrael of Ruzhin zy"a taught: The tefillos of a simple person on Zos
Chanukah, is comparable to the tefillah of a tzaddik hador (the tzaddik of the
generation) on Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.
The Machzer Vitri (from the Rishonim) says that Chanukah is from the word
chaninah. Chaninah is when Hashem grants us goodness because He loves us,
even when we don’t deserve it. The holy sefarim list the many yeshuous one can
attain on Chanukah, such as wealth, refuah, children, etc. These blessings are
available for us throughout Chanukah, certainly also on Zos Chanukah.
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(Bereishis1:2) because the light of
Shabbos becomes revealed through

the light of the Chanukahlecht. 4444

We should know that this is a very
important Shabbos, and we should
invest it with joy, with goodtefillos,
with Torah, with good foods, and
with whatever we can do, to make

the Shabbos special.

In the Al HaNissim we say,
"temei'im beyad tehorim, resha'im
beyad tzaddikim vezeidim beyad
oskei Toraseicha— the impure fell
into the hands of the pure, the
resha'im fell into the hands of the
tzaddikim, and sinners fell into the
hands of those who study Torah."

The Berditchever Rav zy"a said that
these phrases need explanation,
because when we say, "giborim
beyad chalashim, rabim beyad
me'atim— mighty warriors fell into
the hands of the weak; the many fell
in the hands of the few" we are
talking about a wondrous miracle.
Because how could the few, and the

weak overcome the mighty and the
multitudes of the Greek army? But
what miracle is it referring to when
we say that the impure fell into the
hands of the pure, or that the sinful
fell into the hands of those who
study Torah? Is it unnatural for the
righteous to win a war? There are

several answers to this question.

The Berditchever Rav answers that
at the time of this war, when a few
tzaddikim were miraculously
winning a war against the mighty
Greek army, it aroused everyone's
curiosity; how can it be? Many
people didteshuvah, as they saw the

truth of the Torah.

The Berditchever Rav says that Al
HaNissim is referring to this wave of
teshuvah: "Temei'im beyad tehorim,
resha'im beyad tzaddikim vezeidim
beyad oskei Toraseicha, the sinners
began studying Torah, the impure
were being purified. Everyone was

inspired to improve their ways.

Rebbe Hanoch of Alexander zy"a

4. Rebbe Shalom Shachna of Probitsch would say, if someone desires a lechtiger
Shabbos (bright, joyous Shabbos) he should speak about him on Thursday

night. And, he added, if one doesn’t have a dvar Torah or a story to tell about
Rebbe Shalom Shachna, "He should speak about our table and chairs." The simple
meaning is to tell anything about Rebbe Shalom Shachna, even how his furniture
appeared, and this will lend to having a happy and lechtiger Shabbos. Chasidim
however explained that when he said table, he was referring to his tishen (the way
he led the Shabbos and holiday meals with his chassidim) and when he said benk
(chair) he was referring to his benkenish (yearning) and his thirst for spirituality.
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added that Shabbos is a time when
we can recognize Hashem. As it is
states (in reference to Shabbos)
"ledaas ki ani Hashem
mikadishchem— to know that I
Hashem am making you holy"
(Shmos 31:13). Therefore, when
Shabbos and Chanukah come
together, it is an opportune time to
do teshuvah, because we have the
miracles of Chanukah and the great
light of Shabbos. Both of them
inspire us to recognize Hashem and

to return to His Torah.

Fifty years ago, a Yid from Eretz
Yisrael traveled to Australia. He
didn’t know anyone in Australia, and
he didn’t know where he would stay.
Shabbos was approaching, and he
still didn’t have where to be. He
decided to go to a fish store on
Friday morning, and wait to sees
someone buying a large fish. That
person, he assumed, will probably be
a Yid buying a fish in honor of
Shabbos. He will approach him, and
request to be their guest for

Shabbos.

The planned worked. He approached
a customer who was buying a large
fish, and asked whether he can stay
with him for Shabbos. “Definitely,"
the man replied, and he joyously

brought him to his home.

And what a home it was! The Yid
from Eretz Yisrael had never seen a

house like that before. It was
enormous and beautifully decorated.
His host, he realized, was a very
wealthy man. They spent a very
pleasant Shabbos together, singing
zemirosand speakingdivrei Torah.
On Motzei Shabbos, he thanked his
host, and said that he has a question.

“Go ahead and ask” the man replied.
The guest asked, “Why do you keep
a broken oil bottle in your china
showcase?” The china closet was
filled with silver items, fine china
and crystal, but the broken oil bottle
was out of place. He wanted to

know its significance.

The man replied, “This oil bottle
tells the story of my life." And he
told him the following:
“My father died when I was young,
and I had to support my mother. I
tried my hand in business and was
baruch Hashem very successful. But
together with my financial success
went my spiritual decline. The first
thing to go was mykappel (head
covering) and gradually I dropped

the rest of the mitzvos.

“One day, I saw a young child
crying. Since I was an orphan, I
knew what it means to cry, so I
asked the child what the problem
was. He said, ‘My father gave me
money to buy olive oil for Chanukah
and he warned me to be careful not
to break the bottle since he doesn’t
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have money to buy another one. As
I was walking home with the olive
oil, a cat ran towards me. I ran away
from the cat, and I fell, and the
bottle broke. That’s the reason I’m
crying. How can I face my father
without the bottle of olive oil’?
“The child’s words went straight to
my heart, because I realized that I
should be asking myself the very
same question, ‘How can I go to my
Father in heaven without olive oil,
without the mitzvah of Chanukah
lecht?’ I saw my father light
Chanukah lecht each year. The
mitzvah of Chanukah isn’t foreign to

me. How could I stop?

“I gave the child some money and
said, ‘Buy two bottles; one for your
father and one for me,’ and I took
the broken bottle for myself. That
year, I lit Chanukah lecht.
Immediately after Chanukah, I began
keeping Shabbos. Then I started
wearing tefillin. And now I am
Torah observant Jew, with a
beautiful family following in the

ways of my father.”

This is an example of the power of
teshuvahwhich is available for us on
Chanukah, and in particular, on

Shabbos Chanukah.

SimchahSimchahSimchahSimchah

It is told that Rebbe Levi Yitzchak
of Berditchev zy"a once saw a group
of chassidim talking together, and he

asked them what they were talking
about. They said, "We are discussing
the great wealth of Graf Pototsky,
how there isn't a pleasure in the
world that he hasn't yet enjoyed." (It
is known that the Graf would pour
sugar over mountains in the summer,
to be able to ski.)
The Berditchever asked them, "Does
he light Chanukahlecht?"
"No." Graf Pototsky wasn't Jewish.

"Then he doesn’t know what true
enjoyment is."
Perhaps we aren't on this high level,
but it is a reminder of what is truly
joyous in the world. It isn't skiing
over sugar in the summer, or any
other worldly enjoyment. Far greater
is the joy of keeping Torah and

mitzvos.

The Yevanim tried to extinguish our
joy for the mitzvos. The Gemara
teaches, “The [Yevanim] forbade
donating wood for themizbeiachand
from bringing bikurim to
Yerushalayim” (Tanis 28). What is
special about the wood donation and
bikurim, that the Yevanim singled
out these two items and prohibit

them?

The Maharsha writes, “Why did the
Yevanim forbid particularly these
two mitzvos? It is because these two
mitzvos were performed with
immense joy. People celebrated the
day they donated wood to the Beis
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HaMikdash, andbikurim was also
brought with great joy, as the
Mishnah states, ‘The flute would
play before them…' And the
Yevanim didn’t want the Jewish

people to have happiness…”5555

They didn’t mind if a Yid kept the
Torah and mitzvos; it bothered them
to see a Yid rejoicing with the
mitzvos. It seems that the Yevanim
were, at least, somewhat successful
in their attempts to relinquish our

joy, as we will now see:

The Ba"ch (670) writes that the
Jewish people were lax with the
sacrifices in the Beis HaMikdash,
and this is the reason the Yevanim
had the ability to take over the Beis

HaMikdash.

The Sheim MiShmuel (year 680)
explains that the Yidden brought
each sacrifice that was incumbent on
them, and they were never guilty for
failing in their obligation,
nevertheless, their heart wasn't in it.
They weren't joyous with the
mitzvos, and this is the reason these
services were taken away from them.

When we rejoice with the mitzvos,
we are overcoming Yavan's
influence. Also, when one attains joy
for mitzvos, it will influence his
children. We are living in very
difficult times. We need to find
ways to keep our children inspired,
and in love with the Torah. The joy
that parents have for mitzvos passes

on to the children.6666

5. David HaMelech said, היון  מטיט  ,ויעלני... "Hashem saves me from the mud of
Yavan…" (Tehilim 40:3). The Sfas Emes explains that there are four elements:

fire, water, wind and earth. The galus of Yavan is called tit hayavan (the mud from
Yavan) because mud is made from earth and water, but there was no fire there.
This exemplifies the approach of Yavan, who desired to extinguish the inner flame
and fire of a Jew.
6. The parents of Rebbe Meir Yechiel from Ostrovtze zy"a were simple people.

Once, the Ostrovtze Rebbe was at a gathering together with several other
rabbanim, and each one was saying something that they learned from their father.
When it was Rebbe Meir Yechiel Ostrovtze's turn, he said, "My father was a baker,
and I learned from my father that fresh bread is better than dry, old bread."
He meant to say that more important than who one's parents were, is who he is.
People pride themselves for having this great-grandfather, and for being a
descendent from this tzaddik. He told them that even more important, is the
individual himself (represented by the fresh bread).
Then, the Ostrovtze Rebbe said, "My father also taught me that when one wants
to bake bread, he should fill the oven with wood, and seal it hermetically, because
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even the slightest draft can affect the heat of the oven. When it is very hot, one can
put bread inside."
We understand from this, that if one desires to have good children, he must first be
very warm himself. One first needs to heat up his own spiritual oven with joy and
eagerness for the mitzvos, and then he can influence his children and others as well.
Someone once invited the Chernobler Magid zy'a to be sandak by a bris. "Are you
making a seudah as well?" the Chernobler Magid asked him.
"No, just the milah. I don’t have money to afford a meal."
"I’ll only come if there's a seudah."
"But what can I do? I can't afford it?"
"Tell your boss to lend you the money, and for the next few months, he will pay
you less, until the debt is paid up."
The Chernobler Magid explained, "It is known that the yetzer hara's name is Sma"l,
which is roshei teivos for siyum mesechta al laasos (don’t make a meal by a siyum
misechta) seudas mitzvah al laasos (don’t make a meal to celebrate a mitzvah)
seudas milah al laasos (don’t make a meal to celebrate a milah). The yetzer hara
has already succeeded to get rid of the seudah by a siyum, but I won't let the
yetzer hara succeed to annul the seudah by a milah. I will poke out both of his
eyes…"
The Bas Ayin was present when this conversation took place, and when he
repeated the episode, he explained: why did the Chernobler Magid want that there
be a seudah by a bris so strongly?
In heaven, when the Satan tells the sins of the Jewish people, the good angels
disagree with the Satan, and they tell the heavenly court that the Jewish people
aren't really guilty for their sins, since they don’t want to sin. The proof that they
don’t want to sin is when one looks at the difference between how a Yid reacts,
after doing a mitzvah, in comparison to how he acts after committing an aveirah.
It never happened that a person made a meal to celebrate sinning. But take a look
what occurs when a Yid makes a milah, or when he does some other mitzvah. He
is happy and he makes a seudah to celebrate. (Even Chanukah, when there isn't
an obligation to make seudos, Klal Yisrael find ways to celebrate and to make
seudos, as this is discussed in Shulchan Aruch 670). Because Klal Yisrael rejoice
with the mitzvos, and this proves that they want to do mitzvos, and they don’t want
to do aveiros. With this claim, the angels silence the Satan, and Hashem continues
to bestow His kindness on them. But if Klal Yisrael will stop making a seudah by
a bris, the good angels will have nothing to say, when the Satan states their sins.
They will not be able to prove that they want to do mitzvos and not aveiros. That
is why it was so important for the Chernobler Magid that Yidden continue making
seudos for bris milah.
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GedolimGedolimGedolimGedolim whowhowhowho werewerewerewere HappyHappyHappyHappy withwithwithwith theirtheirtheirtheir
ChanukahChanukahChanukahChanukah LechtLechtLechtLecht

After the Yesod HaAvodah of
Slonim zy"a was niftar, the
chassidim were debating who should
take over the chassidus. There were
many great people among the
chassidim who were fitting for the

position.

In the end, the Yesod HaAvodah's
grandson, Reb Shmuel (the Divrei
Shmuel zy"a) was chosen, because

of the following incident:

The Divrei Shmuel was extremely
devoted to the mitzvah of Chanukah
lecht. Throughout the year, he was
occupied with preparing the finest
olive oil. Also, when he prepared the
wicks, he made them with all his
heart and soul. He was an expert in
the halachos of Chanukah. In short,
Chanukahlecht was a mitzvah that
he loved, and he put all his heart and
soul into doing the mitzvah in the

best possible way.

Once, on Friday, Erev Shabbos
Chanukah, the Divrei Shmuel
prepared his menorah. Before
lighting it, he went to his
grandfather's home (to the Yesod
HaAvodah) to watch him light
Chanukahlecht. The Divrei Shmuel
returned to his apartment, and saw
that someone else had already used
the menorah that he had prepared,
and lit his candles. The other people

in the apartment were amazed at the
Divrei Shmuel's tranquility. He
sought another menorah and some
more olive oil, but all that he could
find was a single candle made from
animal fat (cheilev). Shabbos was
fast approaching, so the Divrei
Shmuel lit that one candle and
people were amazed to see how

happy he was with his mitzvah.

He wanted to do the mitzvah in the
best way, and it is definitely
preferred (Mehadrin) when one can
light candles according to the nights
of Chanukah (on the fifth night, to
light five candles, on the sixth night,
to light six, etc.) and olive oil is
preferred over cheilev
(animal-fat-candles) but he realized
that this night, he couldn’t get better
than this, and so he was happy with

what he could do.

After the Yesod HaAvodah was
niftar, the elderly chassidim
remembered this story and said, "For
that alone, he deserves to be rebbe."
They didn’t choose him for his
devotion and perfection in the
mitzvah of Chanukah lecht, they
chose him for the time that he lit a
single candle, when he didn’t permit
his anger and disappointment to
disrupt his joy, but lit the candle
with love and joy for the mitzvah.

A similar amazing story happened
with the Divrei Shmuel's son, the
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Beis Avraham of Slonim zy"a. One
year, on Friday afternoon, the rebbe
was ready to light the Chanukah
menorah, when his son ran by and
accidentally knocked over the
menorah and spilled the oil. There
wasn't enough time before Shabbos
to prepare the menorah again and to
light it. The Beis Avraham didn’t
become angry. He was calm. With a
smile he said, "The same Creator
who commanded us to light,
commanded that we shouldn’t

become angry."

Every year, the Tolner Rebbe zy"a
(of Yerushalayim) would rejoice
immensely in front of his Chanukah
lecht. One year, as he was dancing
and rejoicing in front of his candles,
his grandson ran by and knocked
over his menorah. The rebbe said,

"My dear child, how grateful I am to
you. Now for the first time in my
life I can keep the mitzvah,'kavsah
ein zakuk lah— if the candles blow
out before the half-hour passes, one
isn't obligated to light them again.'
How often do I have the opportunity
to keep this Chazal?" Instead of
being angry at his grandson for
spilling the menorah, he rejoiced that
he could carry out a statement from

Chazal.7777

At a time when others may become
frustrated, the rebbe found the good
in the situation, and rejoiced with the

mitzvah that he performed.8888

ShmaShmaShmaShma YisraelYisraelYisraelYisrael

One of the translations of Chanukah
is chanu kaf-heh(the Yidden rested
from the war onkaf-heh, the 25th
day of Kisleiv). No other holiday is

7. Afterwards, the rebbe lit the candles again, as the Mishnah Berurah
recommends.

8. One year, the Chofetz Chaim zt"l was in the home of his rebbe, Reb Nachum
Kaplan zt"l during Chanukah. Reb Kaplan's Rebbetzin wasn't home, so Reb

Kaplan postponed lighting the candles at the ideal time, as he waited for her arrival.
The Chofetz Chaim asked his rebbe about this, since according to halacha, it
seems that it is better to light by the right time, even if everyone isn't home.
Reb Nachum Kaplan replied, the Gemara tells us, "Rava said: 'It is obvious to me
that [if one only has money to buy either] the Shabbos candles or the Chanukah
candles, the Shabbos candles come first, because shalom bayis [is more
important]" (Shabbos 23:). (One of the primary purposes of Shabbos lecht is to
bring shalom into the home because people feel uneasy and distressed, when they
sit in the dark - Rashi). Reb Kaplan explained, "I know that if I will light before my
wife comes home, she will be upset. Shalom in the home would be disturbed and
shalom, the Gemara says, is more important than Chanukah lecht."
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named for the date it occurred.
Purim isn’t called fourteenth,
because it happened on the 14th of
Adar, and Pesach isn’t named for the
fifteenth of Nissan. Their names
express the miracle that occurred.
Purim represents thepur [Haman’s
lot] that turned for our favor, and
Pesach means jumping over, because
Hashem skipped over every
Yiddishe home, when He smote the
Egyptian first-born-sons. So why is
Chanukah different? Why is it
named for the date it occurred?
The Tzror HaMor tells us that
Chanukah is actually named for the
miracle that happened. Kaf-heh,
twenty-five, he teaches, is the
number of letters that are in the first

passuk of Kriyas Shma: "Shema
Yisrael Hashem Elokeinu Hashem
Echod.” Chanukah means,Chanu
the Yidden rested from the war in
the merit of kaf-heh, their belief in

Hashem.

The Sfas Emesexplains that Yavan
preached belief in nature. As is
alluded to in the passuk,oeia izrah
dlevn "I was drowned within a deep
mire" (Tehilim 69:3). ïåéá éúòáè, means

that Yavan taughtteva (nature).

The Yevanim taught that everything
happens by chance. This is the
reason Yavan is often called
choshech(darkness)9999 because their
teachings prevent us from seeing
things correctly. But we light the

9. The Midrash (Bereishis Rabba 2:4) explains the passukim, "vehaaretz haysah
tahu vavohu vechoshech al pnei tehom veruach Elokim merachefes al pnei

hamayim. Vayomer Elokim yehi or, vayehi ohr — the earth was astonishingly
empty, and there was darkness over the depths, and Hashem hovered over the
water. Hashem said, 'There should be light,' and there was light (Bereishis 1:2-3).
"Tahu is referring to the Babylon exile… Bahu is the Madai exile… choshech is
the Yavan exile, because they darkened the eyes of the Jewish people with their
decrees. They would say, 'Write on the ox horns that you don’t have a portion with
the G-d of Israel.' Tehom is the exile of the cruel government (malchus harisha –
Rome) which doesn’t have an end, just as the tehom doesn’t have an end. Ruach
Elokim this is referring to Moshiach… In what merit will he come? It is written,
"veruach Elokim merachefes al pnei hamayim: in the merit of teshuvah which is
represented by water. As it states, "shifchi kamayim libeich — pour your heart out
like water" (Eichah 2).
Hashem says "yehi ohr – there should be light" and the light illuminates our eyes
from the darkness of Yavan. The Ben Ish Chai writes that ohr is the twenty-fifth
word of the Torah. This implies that on the twenty-fifth day of Kislev, Hashem
enlightens us with the light of Chanukah.
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Chanukahlecht, and this enables us
to look at the world and to see that

it is run by Hashem.

Some people were watching a video.
The lights were out, so they would
see better. A child came into the
room and turned on the lights.
Someone shouted at him: "Now we
can't see the show!"
The child answered, "But now we
can see everything else."
Yavan shows us the untrue view of
the world. It is colorful and it seems
enjoyable (like a video) but it isn't
reality. We light Chanukahlecht,
and we see the world as it truly is,
a world created and run by Hashem.

The Gemara teaches that the
Chanukah candles should burn from
shkiyah [nightfall] “ ad shetichleh
regel min hashuk— until there are
no more people walking in the

marketplace."

This is a very rare measure of time
that isn’t used elsewhere. We are
familiar with shekiyah, alos
hashachar, chatzos, and several
other common terms, which express
time, but we’ve never heard of, "ad
shetichleh regel min hashuk— until
people stop walking in the

marketplace."

Rebbe Moshe Leib Sassover zy"a
answers that on Chanukah we open
our eyes to recognize miracles. A

small army overcame the mighty
Greek empire; a small jug of oil
burned for eight days. These
miracles help us recognize the
miracles that occur in our own lives.
Many miracles happen to us every
day but we often do not see them.
When we discuss the great miracles
of the past, we begin to realize the
wonders that are happening to us as
well. Having this recognition, makes
us realize that we don’t need to
work all that hard for a living. We
know that parnassah comes from
Hashem, and therefore, even if we
work less, Hashem can support us.

(Obviously, care should be taken
how to implement this counsel,
because we are obligated to make
hishtadlus, and we mustn’t be
negligent. Nevertheless, it is
important to know that Hashem is
our true supporter, and it isn't always
necessary to work long, hard,
tedious hours for parnassah. Less
can also be sufficient, and the extra
time can be devoted to Torah,

tefillah and gemilus chasadim.)

Therefore, Chazal say that we should
light the Chanukah lecht, ad
shetichleh regel min hashuk— until
there are no more people walking in
the marketplace." This means, we
should illuminate the darkness, see
the truth of the world, and realize
that less work can often also be
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sufficient hishtadlus, and then
people won’t spend their entire day

in the marketplace.

The Alshich HaKadosh zy”a was
once teaching his students about
bitachon. He said, “When one has
bitachon, his parnassahwill descend
to him from heaven, just like the

man.”

One simple person, listening to this
shiur, took the Alshich's words very
literally. He sold his horse and
buggy (which he used as a delivery
man) and he spent his days in the

beis medresh, studying Torah.

His wife tried to persuade him to
continue to work for parnassah.
"How will we manage?" she asked.
But he was certain that Hashem will

support them.

Initially, they lived off the money
they earned from selling the horse
and buggy. When this money ran
out, his wife once again urged him
to do something. "What will we do?
We finished our last pennies?"
"Don’t worry. Hashem will certainly

support us."

Later that day, the gentile who
bought the horse and buggy was
working at the bottom of a
mountain. He was hewing large
stones for construction purposes. His
newly purchased horse and buggy
was standing nearby, ready to carry

all the stones into the city. After
removing one very large stone, the
gentile saw a large, hidden treasure.
He quickly gathered the precious
stones that were there, and placed
them onto the wagon. He went into
the cave for one last look around, to
make sure that he took everything,
and just then the cave collapsed, the

stones cascading over him.

The horse stood there for some
while, and decided that it was time
to eat. So it headed back on the
route he knew best, and came to the
home of his previous owner. In this
manner, the Yid received a large
treasure. He and his children after

him were wealthy.

When the Alshich's students saw
what happened, they were amazed
and they asked their great rebbe, the
Alshich, for an explanation. They
said, "We are striving to attain
bitachon for a long time now,
because we are inspired by your
drashos, but never has a miracle
happened to us as it happened to this
simple person. What's the
difference?"
The Alshich explained to them that
it all depends on how much one
relies on his bitachon. “This man
accepted the concept ofbitachon as
a true, proven fact. He didn’t ask
any questions. He didn’t speculate
whether there are any exceptions. He
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trusted that if he trusts in Hashem,
Hashem will help him – and this is
what occurred. But when I speak
with you aboutbitochon, you have
many questions. You wonder if your
level of bitochon is sufficient, and
whether you are deserving of
Hashem’s kindness… and you have
other doubts. Therefore, you don’t
fully place your trust in Hashem’s
hands. That's why miracles that
happened to that man, isn't

happening to you."

The Alshich HaKadosh added, "It
can be compared to the difference

between a nail hammered into hard,
firm ground, and a nail that is
hammered into sand. One nail stays
firm; the other is easily toppled over.
Your view of bitochon is like a nail
pegged into sand, while his vision of
bitochonis like a peg hammered into
hard soil. Hisbitachon is firm and,
this brought about the marvelous

results.”10101010

EvenEvenEvenEven inininin thethethethe DarknessDarknessDarknessDarkness

Chanukah gives us an awareness that
even those matters which appear
dark and bad, are always also for the

good.

10. Someone asked the Chazon Ish: “How does one know when the hishtadlus is
good and when it isn’t?”

The Chazon Ish replied, “It is like a nail that you want to knock into the wall. You
keep hammering the nail again and again, but if it becomes crooked, you
immediately stop and you throw the nail away. The same is with hishtadlus: when
things become crooked, you know that it is time to stop."
For example, if the hishtadlus will cause him to miss davening with a minyan, or
to answer cell phones in the middle of the tefillah, or to miss Torah shiurim, it
means that hishtadlus has become crooked, and it is time to stop. Likewise, if
hishtadlus will lead him to shady attempts at parnassah, this means it is time to
stop. That isn’t called hishtadlus.
On Chanukah, the custom is to play with a dreidel. There are several things that
we can learn from a dreidel.
The Skulener Rebbe zy"a once said that the dreidel teaches, One turn to Hashem,
and we spin away from all our troubles.
The dreidel cannot stand on its own. Someone needs to hold it from above. This
reminds us that we are totally in Hashem’s hands. The dreidel also reminds us
that the results of our hishtadlus are in Hashem's hands. When one spins the
dreidel, he cannot plan for the dreidel to fall on a gimmel or on a shin. Even if he
is the best spinner in the world, and he holds the dreidel with all his might, he still
cannot predict the outcome. Similarly, one can work for a living, one can make
hishtadlus, but the results are in Hashem's hands.
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The Midrash teaches, "Hashem says,
'I am working to make Yosef the
king of Mitzrayim, and Yaakov is
saying, (43:6) 'lamah harei'osem li–
why did You do bad to me?'

(Midrash 91:10).

Even when Yaakov Avinu thought
that bad things were happening to
him, they were really for the good.

The Midrash adds that Yaakov was
saying, "nistirah darki mei'Hashem–
Hashem concealed His eyes [and He
doesn’t see my righteousness]"
(Yeshaya 40:27). But Hashem
replied that it wasn't so. Hashem was
doing kindness for him, for Yosef,
and for Klal Yisrael, although it was

in concealed ways.

The ideal that one doesn’t need to overdo his hishtadlus, is also seen by the
dreidel. With one twist of the fingers, the dreidel spins round and round. Similarly,
in regards to parnassah or any other hishtadlus, we don't need to do every step
ourselves. We set the matter into motion, and Hashem does the rest.
Reb Chaim Volozhiner taught this same lesson, when he compared the person
who has bitachon to someone moving a barrel from place to place. Since it is
round, he can give it one good push, and it will roll to its destination. Someone
who doesn’t have bitachon is compared to someone moving a square barrel. He
must lift the heavy barrel and carry it himself.
It says, "gol al Hashem darkecha uvetach alav vehu yaaseh — roll your needs to
Hashem, trust in Him, and Hashem will do" (Tehilim 37:5). All one needs to do is
to start things rolling, and Hashem will do the rest.
In this week's parashah, when Yaakov sent his children down to Mitzrayim, he sent
along a gift: “Take in your baskets from the land’s harvest and bring a present to
the man. A drop of balsam, a bit of honey, wax, almonds, etc.” (43:11).
Notice that Yaakov sent “a drop of balsam, a bit of honey.” But if he was sending
a gift to appease the ruler, shouldn’t he send a larger present?
The answer is that Yaakov Avinu knew that ultimately, only Hashem can help. He
needed to do hishtadlus, but he also knew that a minimum of hishtadlus can also
be sufficient.
The Torah also tells us that on the night that Yaakov Avinu slept outdoors, he
gathered stones around his head for protection. Rashi (28:11) writes: “He guarded
his head, because he was afraid of wild animals…” But how did the stones help?
Couldn’t wild animals attack his hands or legs?
Once again the answer is that Yaakov knew that protection comes from Hashem.
He did the best hishtadlus that he could do under the circumstances, and knew
that it was sufficient.
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The Ramchal quotes this midrash
and writes, "This is abanyan av(a
source) that whenever Hashem wants
to raise a person, or when Hashem
desires to elevate the world, there is
always a period of concealment first.
There first must be hardships [before

the good comes]."

Reb Mottel Pogemransky zt”l was
once on a train, together with a
mohel. They were traveling to
perform a bris milah in a small
village near Kovno. They missed
their stop, and to get back to where
they needed to go would take a long
time. The mohel was extremely
upset, but Reb Mottel Pogemransky
strengthened his emunah.
"Obviously there is a reason why
this is happening. Nothing happens

by chance…"

They got off at the next station, and
waited for the next train to bring
them back to their destination. While
they were waiting, someone
approached them and said, “My son
is eight days old today. I need a
mohel. Do you know where I can

find a mohel?”

The reason for their detour was
understood.

Things may seem hard and difficult,
but there is always a reason, and it

is always for our benefit.11111111

In the merit of Chanukah, may we
merit to not only believe that
everything is good, but to actually
see it. Miracles should happen to us
as it happened to our forefathers,
and we should merit, very soon, the

coming of Moshiach, amen.

11. The government placed a harsh decree on the Jewish community, and before
his demise, Rebbe Elimelech of Lizensk zy"a said that he wouldn’t rest in

heaven, until he abolishes the decree. But after his petirah, time passed and the
decree was still in effect. His student, Rebbe Mendel of Riminov zy"a saw Rebbe
Elimelech in his dream, and Rebbe Elimelech explained to him that now that he is
in heaven, he sees that the decree is for the benefit of Klal Yisrael, and therefore
he isn't abolishing it.
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